LEARNING SUBSCRIPTIONS
READY FOR THE MOMENT

Being ready for any critical moment relies on keeping knowledge, skills,
and abilities sharp. Staying ready in a dynamic public safety environment
with continuously evolving technology can be daunting and cumbersome.
In order to be effective, efficient, and compliant, Public Safety Agencies
must navigate procedures, technologies and changing environments.
Education programs help Public Safety Agencies ensure their teams are
ready at any given moment. Yet, managing education programs can be
complex and time-consuming, often requiring training that is trackable,
measurable and scalable.
Motorola Solutions has long provided product technology training and
documentation. Today’s customer needs extend beyond the value of
product technology education. Simplifying a customer’s overall
education environment helps ensure user success and readiness. A
Learning Subscription provides the continuous, curated education
experiences that both maximize your technology investments as well as
optimize your learning operations.

FLYER LEARNING SUBSCRIPTIONS

14%

Of customers keep pace with
product feature updates
Combine rapid technology with
dynamic environments, keeping
skills sharp is critical

55%

Of customers have difficulty
locating relevant education
quickly and easily
Limited one-sized training programs don’t address complicated
skills gaps

A LEARNING SUBSCRIPTION PROVIDES THE PLATFORM TO COMBINE:
•
•
•
•

Expert Motorola Solutions Product Training
A Customer’s Own Specific Compliance Training
Third-Party Industry Training
Learning Systems Administrative Functionality

BUILDING A SUBSCRIPTION IS EASY
Motorola Solutions offers Learning Subscriptions that are cloud-based and centrally-hosted, allowing each agency to scale the subscription to its own
needs. No two organizations have the same learning needs whether it is the number of people to continuously train, the reporting requirements, or the
technologies to support. The Motorola Solutions Learning Subscription can scale easily depending on need. Most importantly, users will have ondemand content that is personalized and easy-to-find.
STEP 1:
PURCHASE YOUR LEARNING HUB SUBSCRIPTION
Our Education White Glove team walks you through the system capabilities and serves as your guide to maximize your purchase. Determine which system
features you’d like to focus on first and our team will tailor your onboarding to prioritize those features. In addition, your guide keeps you updated as new
features roll-out to you at no-additional charge with your subscription.
STEP 2:
CHOOSE YOUR FIRST TECHNOLOGY HUB
The first Hub is included in your subscription. Additional Hubs are easy to add at discounted rates. With each Hub, you receive unlimited Online, Self-Paced
training and discounts for instructor-led training (in-person or virtual).
STEP 3:
TAP INTO EDUCATION EXPERTISE YOU CAN TRUST
Supplement your Learning Subscription with Education Professional Services. These custom-quoted services round out the user’s learning success and
create deeper, more personalized learning. Even if you opt not to add on a professional service with your Learning Subscription, our White Glove team will
keep you updated as new services roll-out that may meet your future needs.

STEP 1:
PURCHASE YOUR LEARNING HUB
SUBSCRIPTION

CHOOSE ONE OR MORE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ASTRO
DIMETRA
MOTOTRBO
CYBERSECURITY
SOFTWARE
VIDEO
THIRD-PARTY

ADDED FEATURES:
• UNLIMITED HUB-SPECIFIC ONLINE TRAINING
• DISCOUNTED ILT/VILT
• ONBOARDING
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STEP 3:
TAP INTO EDUCATION
EXPERTISE YOU CAN
TRUST

STEP 2:
CHOOSE YOUR FIRST
TECHNOLOGY HUB

SUPPLEMENTAL SERVICES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Virtual Professor Premier: Private
Custom Content Development
Training Needs Analysis
BYOT Premier: ILT
Virtual Labbing
Change Management Planning

FEATURES TO ENHANCE YOUR LEARNING EXPERIENCE
MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS LEARNING CONTENT
Beginner Motorola Solutions Content: Gain introductory
knowledge to Motorola Solutions’ entire product line with
beginner training from our large training library

Discounted Classroom Training: Automatic discount
available at check-out for the additional purchases of
in-person live training and virtual instructor-led training

Large Training Library: Access to relevant and up-to-date
topics in a variety of easily-digestible modalities

Unlimited Content: Unlimited amounts of technology
hub-specific online training and documentation available
to subscriber

EXPERT CONNECTIONS WITH MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS LEARNING & INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS
Curated Learning Experience: Receive learning
recommendations from our expert content teams. Learning
paths are curated by our team to provide guidance on what
training a learner should consume based on their roles,
tasks and technologies

Onboarding: Our team will onboard subscription users onto
the LXP by creating and administering accounts and set-up
Ongoing Support: Our Education team is here to help
maximize your learning potential and offer support each
step of the way

Virtual Professor: Access to expert-level instructors in a
virtual environment to build skills & knowledge
YOUR TRAINING PROGRAMS COMBINED WITH OUR PEOPLE TECHNOLOGY
Bring Your Own Training: Users can
bring their own OLT/ILT training to be
hosted on the LXP. Users will be able to
load their own content on the LXP and
will receive support.

Actionable Reporting: Track training
with access to user transcripts and
training history. Identify areas of
improvement and build skills in
your agency.

Administrative Dashboard: Assign
training, manage teams, create groups
and add sub-admins quickly and easily.

User-Friendly Platform: Intuitive
platform for simple navigation and
searchability. Easier to find content than
ever before!

FEATURE

Administrative Dashboard: Manage and assign training
Actionable Reporting: Track user training with access to transcripts
Unlimited Access to Large Video Library
User Friendly Platform: Content at your fingertips
Bring Your Own Training: Upload your own content on the LXP
Remote Access to Training: Access your learning anytime, anywhere
Basic Motorola Solutions Content: Access to introductory content
Access to Unlimited Documentation
Branded Environment: Upload your own agency logo
Curated Learning Experience: Training paths for your specific role & task
Automated Learning Channels Personalized for You
Onboarding: User accounts are created and administered by our team
Virtual Professor: Access to industry expert-level instructors
Discounted Classroom Training (ILT/VILT) - 10%
Ongoing Support: Notification of up-to-date content and more
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Flexible Learning: Learn on your
schedule - anytime, anywhere! Upload
your own content or take advantage of
our curated learning paths.
Branded Environment: Users have the
ability to include their agency logo for a
branded and personalized experience

SINGLE PURCHASE

SUBSCRIPTION

SUCCESS MADE EASY
Today’s learning environment is exploding with relevant content that is formal and informal, individual and
collaborative, self-paced and instructor-guided. Learning is integral to professional success and to ensure both
success and readiness, learning must be personal. The Motorola Solutions Learning Subscription combines your
organization’s mandated learning with your trusted technology training into a cohesive, personalized experience
for your users.
EVOLVE EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop skills needed to ensure success
Gain operational efficiency
Maximize your time to productivity
Content to meet your own learning styles
Identify areas of improvement
Increased visibility into an ever-evolving
ecosystem

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

• Learn at your own pace
• Consume the most relevant content
anytime
• Maximize flexibility and productivity
• On-demand training
• Various digestible modalities
• Learn whether you’re home or on-the-go

CONTINUOUS LEARNING

• Be better informed by obtaining more
training than ever before
• Expand your knowledge
• Material that fulfills your learning needs
• Take advantage of all of your system
features
• Stay current and up-to-date as changes
occur

For more information on Learning Subscriptions, contact your Motorola Solutions representative or visit us at
www.motorolasolutions.com/learningsubscriptions.
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